Topic

Art and Design - Artist studies: Hockney
and Turner
Design Technology - Making boats that
float. Designing, building and evaluating
bridges
Computing — An introduction into coding
using Scratch.
Geography—Rivers around the world,
features of rivers, the water cycle, flooding
and areas in the world without water.

Well done everybody! We had a wonderful time last halfterm welcoming you back to school and we can’t wait to
see you all again this half-term.

This term we will be looking at the topic Flow. We will be
learning all about local and world rivers. We’ve got lots
of fun activities planned, starting with a short walk in our
local area to find a natural source of water.

PSHE— Health and Well-being: We will be
looking at activities with Harold and his
friends focusing on healthy lifestyles and
growing and changing.

Maths

This half term we will be focusing on
Fractions.
The children will also be recapping
elements of the maths curriculum that
they aren’t as confident with following
lockdown learning.

Don’t forget!





English

Flow

Times table rock stars, Numbots and Spelling Shed, these logins are stuck in the back of
Reading Records.
Regular reading, we suggest you aim for the 3 times a week as you did in KS1 (even if it
is the same book) or read books from the online Reading Scheme— Reading Planet.
Reading books will be changed on Tuesdays and Fridays.
Creative homework tasks, which will be available on Silsden Primary School website.

This half term we are going to start
by looking at figurative language.
We are going to use this learning
to write a shape poem based on
the pictures in the book ‘A River’
by Marc Martin.

Our second text this half-term will
be the Children’s Classic ‘The
Wind in the Willows’. We will
explore different versions of the
text and write our own retelling of
the story. I wonder what the
mischievous Toad will get up to in
our tales!
RE—Children will be learning
about Hinduism with the learning
question ”How can Brahman be
Everywhere and in Everything?”
French— Foods and learning
verbs with the topic I can…
Music—Exploring musical elements through performance and
composition.

Science

This half term the children will be learning all
about plants. The children will have great fun
exploring this topic in detail. They’ll have
opportunities to dissect plants, look at how
water is transported through them and the
factors which are essential for plant growth.

